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Do you need help finding your happy place??? Allow me to help. My name is Mindi and I want to

help you achieve a state of complete zen. How, you may ask? My coloring books are a great way to

completely zone out. Your mind will stop racing the second you start filling in the lines using nothing

but your mind and your pencil. Get ready to stop overthinking and start along the fast track to

relaxation and a clear mind. In my book you will find.  Beautiful mandalas Intricate animal

illustrations Breathtaking designs And much more!  Do yourself a favor and try out my coloring book

today! I know it will help you as it has helped others. So help yourself to some peace and clear

mindedness with Inner Peace. Here at Trendi Mindi we hope that our books can help people with

stress relief. Our adult coloring books are meant to be used to help relieve stress and we have

thousands of satisfied adult coloring books fans. The designs we use are meant to be free flowing,

peaceful, and serene. You have to see the coloring pages to really understand. Our  reviews are a

testament to our success as a company, we seek out the top reviewers of adult coloring books to be

product testers. The responses we have gotten has been overwhelmingly positive. Take a look at

any of our books and the top review is typically written by a top 500 reviewer. We love that we can

get rave reviews from even the toughest critics, because that shows the casual customer that we

are producing a quality product. Many of these reviewers talk about the beauty of our products,

others mention our books stress relieving capabilities. Stress relief is the name of the game with

coloring books. We stride everyday to make our books more relaxing than the rest. That is why we

rank among adult coloring books best sellers.
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I love coloring, although I am late getting on board with the trend. I didn't think it would be so

enjoyable, I have always colored with my kids (crayons, my little pony books), but the adult coloring

books are so much better. They are designed to help you relax, and they really do take my mind off

of everything, just for a while. I use colored pencils, nothing fancy. The pages in this book are all

yoga stuff, so I share with my friend who is yoga crazy. This is a beautiful book, and the favorite one

for her. I prefer the 'unleash the animal' from the same company. Just personal preference, nothing

more. 68 pages, pages are 11" x 8.5". The images are printed on one side, no perforations so they

are a little harder to tear out. I received this book free in exchange for my honest review, and it's

very ornate. Beautifully drawn images.

I purchased this book for myself, I color for relaxation and practice multiple types of art therapy. This

is a nice book, the images each have their own page so you don't have to choose either/or if you

are wanting to hang up a piece when you are done with it. There are a nice blend of simple and

more intricate detailed pictures. I was drawn to the fact that many of the women do not have faces.

It's a nice alteration of the mandala designs that I often do.

This has some unique meditation and yoga coloring pages. They are very nice, I don't like the

"people" ones as much as the mandalas, ohms, flowers and peace signs but they are nicely drawn.

There are a lot of fun details to color. I like to use a combination of mediums when I color so I can

get the best of all worlds: markers, gel pens, colored pencils and a water brush with water colors or

marker ink to get some ink washes. I just like to experiment and let my creativity flow which truly

does makes it peaceful and fun and the way I like to unwind in the evenings. I have another book by

this artist and I'm very impressed by their drawings.I received this coloring book free for review

purposes. Review is my honest opinion.

Adult Coloring Books Group aka Mother Dearest Coloring Books won the award for Best Seller in

this rather new line of books. The concept behind coloring books â€“ one we have observed forever

in childrenâ€™s quieting behavior when they are involved in coloring in their coloring books â€“ is to

focus attention on coloring spaces, being creative in color choices and taking care to stay within the

lines of the black and white drawings presented as the canvas for individual creativity. Starting as a

childrenâ€™s outlet, adults are assuming the territory. This has become very popular as a substitute

for Xanax, meditation, entertainment drugs that are more problematic treatments for relieving stress.



Simple idea, but one that has really captured the attention of adults in need of a quiet outlet to close

the door on stress and the chaos of living. It is fun, offers a sense of accomplishment, and in the

end produces art worthy of viewing!MOTHER DEAREST COLORING BOOKS (with Mindi as their

spokeperson) has selected beautiful images promoting mindfulness, wellness, and inner harmony

-Yoga and Hindu inspired drawings with mandalas, intricate animals, flowers and plants, insects,

and of course the stunning abstract designs â€“ each drawn with sophistication and offering enough

variation to keep the â€˜colorerâ€™ attentive for hours. But more than that, sitting and coloring these

majestically beautiful images will place you in a state of Zen â€“ a far more healthy (and fun) way to

reduce stress than addictive medications. There are several of these books that are available and

because the publisher sent five different coloring books for this readerâ€™s impression and review,

weâ€™ll cover them all. Highly recommended. Grady Harp, May16

As someone who is into the new? craze of coloring books for adults I, like so many others, love to

'collect' coloring books. I of course use them but i want to get some before they go away. I've had to

become very cautious of getting books online since the few I've purchased have been very low

quality but i liked the other one i purchased by Trendi Mindi so I figured it was worth the risk and I

was right! I couldn't be happier with this book! I love the quality of the paper and designs. I can't wait

to start working in this book!I have included some of my favorite pages from this book. I highly

recommend this book to anyone who likes to color! There is bound to be something in there you

like! I'm extremely pleased!I love her books. I received this free or discounted for testing and

reviewing the product. I am under no obligation to provide a positive review and receive no

incentives or rewards for doing so. My reviews are my own. I work hard to write insightful and

truthful reviews for each item. This helps me to be a better reviewer. While it is true that many items

are received at discounted rates or complimentary, my reviews are completely honest and

unbiased.Inner Peace - Adult Coloring Books: Beautiful Images Promoting Mindfulness, Wellness,

And Inner Harmony (Yoga and Hindu Inspired Drawings included)
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